FLOWER SHOP WINDOWBOX
Supplies:
Stamps: Flower Shop
Inks: Daffodil Delight, Strawberry Slush,
Crisp Cantaloupe, Pear Pizzazz
Cardstock: Daffodil Delight, Crisp
Cantaloupe, Strawberry Slush, Pear
Pizzazz
Accessories: Natural Composition DSP,
Pansy Punch, Blossom Punch, In Color
Boutique Details, Rhinestones, 1/2" Circle
Punch, Tag a Box, Circles Framelits
Non SU: Test Tubes with flat bottoms,
Candy

Step 1
Cut a 2 3/4 x 12 strip of Natural Composition
DSP with the wood grain going vertically.
Then cut into 1/2 x 2 3/4" strips.

Step 2
Cut 4 strips sized 3/8 x 12 of the Natural
Composition DSP.
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Step 3
Cut a template from one of the strips for the
top of the picket fence, then use on each of
the 1/2 x 2 3/4" strips.

Step 4
Finish cutting each of the tops on the picket
fence. I used 28 of them.

Step 5
Add all the vertical picket fence pieces around
the outside Tag A Box. My long sides took 10
each and the short sides took 4 each.
Adhere the 3/8 x 12" horizontal strips to
surround the box as shown. I used 4 strips.
Step 6
Cut approx 1/2" off one side of the Acetate
Sleeve from the Tag a Box package.
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Step 7
Use the 1" circle Framelit to cut 3 holes in the
Acetate Sleeve. You'll need to run it thru the
Big Shot a couple times to completely cut thru
both layers of the Acetate Sleeve. (Don't
worry, you don't see the holes on the one side
you also cut.)
Tip: You could also use the 1" Circle punch
from the sides, and then roughly cut out the
center with a craft knife...it will not punch thru
2 layers.
My tubes were 3/4" wide. If using a different
size of tubes, adjust your hole size.
Step 8
Fit sleeve inside box with holes at top. Fill
tubes with green candy to make stems. I
found Mentos Green Apple candy fit the tubes
perfectly (World Market).
NOTE: Wait to place tubes in holes of sleeve
until later...mine just shows how they fit.

Step 9
Build flowers by stamping Flower Shop images
with inks and punching with Pansy Punch.
Layer onto cardstock Blossom Punches. Stamp
another Flower Shop image in Pear Pizzazz for
leaves, cut off 1 and 2 leaves and tuck under
flowers with mini glue dots. Add In Color
Boutique Details to centers with Mini Glue
Dots. Add flowers to front of tubes with
Stampin' Dimensionals up near the cap.
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Step 10
Cut 1/8 x 11" strips of Pear Pizzazz cardstock
for fill and grass blades.

Step 11
Scrunch up the strips and fill the inside of the
Acetate Sleeve.
Add the tubes thru the holes in the top of the
Acetate Sleeve.
Fold up some of the strips and tuck along the
box sides (between Acetate Sleeve and box)
and fit in the holes with the tubes so they fit
snugly.
Step 12
Stamp 3 more flowers and leaves like above.
Ink the centers of another image and punch
with 1/2" Circle for centers. Add Rhinestone
Jewels to centers.
Add flowers to front of picket fence box with
Stampin' Dimensionals, tuck leaves behind
flowers.
Have fun, I think this would make a great gift
to cheer someone up without costing a lot of
money!
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